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Introduction
The following proposal is aimed at teachers and is intended to serve as a
guide on how to use the portfolio in the classroom.
All of the sections included in this portfolio should be completed by
students, as proposed by the teacher, who will assign them, choose and
apply methodology, and direct and guide their answers.
In this notebook we provide photocopiable resources to carry out a series
of tasks that can be used to create a basic portfolio for the year.
These resources complement all of the materials included in the portfolio,
demonstrating student development.
Teachers can guide the selection of evidence for the portfolios using
assessable learning standards as a reference. Furthermore, they can
suggest whatever activities and tasks they consider to be most relevant.
The appendix of this notebook includes a series of very useful tools that
aide in assessment, peer assessment and self-assessment. They engage in
the processes related to carrying out the tasks presented here.
Next, some methodological guidelines are described for the tasks chosen
in this notebook.

Project proposals for the start
of the school year
This section includes a series of tasks to be carried out at the beginning of
the school year. These tasks are:
1. Personalising my portfolio.
2. Starting the school year.
3. My expectations.
Each section provides instructions for working with these worksheets.
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Project proposals for each unit
This section includes a series of worksheets that can be completed for
every unit the teacher considers appropriate.
The tasks described in the worksheets are accompanied by suggested
assignments that are found in the same section.
The proposed tasks for each unit are the following:
1. Studying the unit.
2. Showing what I have worked on and what I have learnt.
3. I’m great.
4. Finishing the unit.
5. My challenge.
6. How I feel.
7. My assessment.
8. Working in groups.
9. Applying what I have learnt to my daily life.

Project proposals for the end of
the school year
At the end of the school year, we suggest gathering the following
assignments and worksheets, which students started at the beginning of
the school year or at the beginning / end of the unit. This allows students
to review what they’ve learnt.
The tasks and worksheets that should be gathered and checked include:
đƫ!./+*(%/%*#ƫ)5ƫ,+.0"+(%+ċ
đƫ0.0%*#ƫ0$!ƫ/$++(ƫ5!.ċ
đƫ 5ƫ!4,!00%+*/ċ
đƫ01 5%*#ƫ0$!ƫ1*%0ċ
đƫ%*%/$%*#ƫ0$!ƫ1*%0ċ
đƫ 5ƫ$((!*#!ċ
đƫ+3ƫ ƫ"!!(ċ
đƫ 5ƫ//!//)!*0ċƫ
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Project
proposals for
the beginning
of the school
year
đƮPersonalising my portfolio
đƮStarting the school year
đƮMy expectations
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Teacher’s guidelines
!./+*(%/%*#ƫ)5ƫ,+.0"+(%+ƫ
To complete the first task, each student will receive a copy of this
worksheet so that they can make the cover of their binder and possibly
other covers for different subjects.
The worksheet recommends making specific sections, such as ones that
identify the student who owns the portfolio, the date when the portfolio
was started, the subject name, and the most important moments of the
year.

0.0%*#ƫ0$!ƫ/$++(ƫ5!.
The aim of this worksheet is to identify students’ personal strengths and
how they can use them. It should be checked at the end of the school year
in order to show the relationship between these two aspects.

5ƫ!4,!00%+*/
This activity aims to have students reflect on their expectations for the
school year and what they expect to learn in all subjects, as well as in
specific classes. It aims to have students gain awareness of their feelings in
order to identify their interest in the new school year.
It is necessary to review the expectations related to learning the subject
matter that are described on this worksheet in order to see if they have
been fulfilled.
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Project proposal for the start of the school year

0!č

)!ƫ* ƫ/1.*)!/č

1

!./+*(%/%*#ƫ)5ƫ,+.0"+(%+

Get a large and sturdy hardcover binder that, if possible, has rings
(remember that you are going to use it to keep many of the assignments
that you complete throughout the year). This binder will be your portfolio.
Then, make your cover. To do so, write your name and your year in
school on a piece of paper, and glue a photo of yourself to it. If you
want, leave a space for some pictures that will highlight the best
things about this school year. These highlights can include the best
memories you will have, the best memories you will have with your
classmates, what you like the most, and what you are most proud of.
If you are going to use a portfolio for several subjects, you
can make a cover for each one of them, which will serve as
a divider. Write the subject name and, if you want, decorate it
with something that identifies it (like a picture or symbol).

This year’s por tfolio

Subject:
..................
.............................................

My name is

My picture

Year:
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Group:

My best moment

Our best
moment

What I liked
the most

What I am most
proud of

9

My drawing

Project proposal for the start of the school year

0!č

)!ƫ* ƫ/1.*)!/č

2

0.0%*#ƫ0$!ƫ/$++(ƫ5!.

Today is ....................................................................................................................................................................

¡Empezamos un nuevo curso!

I think there are things that
I’m very good at, and that
can help me in my studies.

Complete the following table with the things that you are very good at, and how
they can help you.

0ƫ*ƫ$!(,ƫ)!ċċċ

% ƫ%0ƫ$!(,ƫ)!ĕƫ!/ƫ+.ƫ*+ĕ

Keep this worksheet in your portfolio and at the end of the school year, complete
the third column of the table.
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Ě)ƫ2!.5ƫ#++ ƫ0ƫċċċ

Project proposal for the start of the school year

0!č

)!ƫ* ƫ/1.*)!/č

3

5ƫ!4,!00%+*/

Answer the following questions.
What are your expectations for this new school year? Add
two more expectations to the example given below.

I hope to successfully complete the school year.

.................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................
How do you feel? Underline the option or options that best represent
how you feel. Add another one to the list that you think is appropriate.

Optimism

Fear Happiness Motivation Laziness Anxiety ..............................

What do you hope to learn from your teachers and from your classmates?
Write your own or complete the examples that are given.

I hope my teachers help me understand ...

.................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................

I hope my classmates help me to learn how to work in a team and ...

.................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................
What can you contribute to your classmates and to your teachers?
Look at the example and write your answer.

I.................................................................................................................................................................
hope to contribute to the class, be respectful to my teachers, show
enthusiasm
to my classmates when completing the assigned tasks ...
.................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................
What would you like to learn in each subject? Make a list and at
the end of the school year, check to see if you have learnt it.
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1&!0

*ƫ0$%/ƫ/1&!0ƫ ƫ3+1( ƫ(%'!ƫ0+ƫ(!.*ƫċċċ

% ƫ ƫ(!.*ƫ%0ĕƫ!/ƫ+.ƫ*+ĕ

Keep this worksheet in your portfolio and at the end of the school year, complete
the third column of the table.
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Project proposals
for each unit
đƮStudying the unit
đƮShowing what I have worked on and what
I have learnt
đƮI’m great
đƮFinishing the unit
đƮMy challenge
đƮHow I feel
đƮMy assessment
đƮWorking in groups
đƮApplying what I have learnt to my daily life
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Teacher’s guidelines
01 5%*#ƫ0$!ƫ1*%0
Students should complete this worksheet twice, both at the beginning and
at the end of the unit.
The task aims to preview the content that will be discussed in the unit and
list the topics that students will study and learn, as well as how some of
them are put into practice.

$+3%*#ƫ3$0ƫ ƫ$2!ƫ3+.'! ƫ+*ƫ* ƫ3$0ƫ ƫ$2!ƫ
(!.*0
Providing students with this worksheet will help them complete the task.
Students should choose and assess the assignments they completed when
studying the unit in order to show, with documentary evidence, what they
worked on and studied. This will enable them to identify areas for
improvement in relation to the completion of activities and to demonstrate
the achievements made.

Ě)ƫ#.!0
Students should be given a copy of the worksheet, which provides basic
guidelines to carry out the activity that, in this case, aims to establish a
positive correlation between assignment completion and the emotional
aspect involved.

%*%/$%*#ƫ0$!ƫ1*%0
In this task, students complete the copy of the worksheet given to them by
the teachers.
Completing this task encourages students to reflect so that they can
understand the difficulties they had while studying the unit. This helps
them identify some of their weaknesses: conceptual, procedural or
attitude-related, and thus encourages decision-making
and a commitment to take action.
The task should be reviewed after the unit is
completed in order to assess whether the
goals have been achieved and the
commitments fulfilled.

5ƫ$((!*#!
For this task, students should be given a copy
of this worksheet so that they can choose
something from a previous task that they
found to be difficult and show it as evidence.
Like the previous activity, it should be
reviewed at the end of the unit to see if they
have learnt the difficult content.
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Work proposals
for each unit

+3ƫ ƫ"!!(
In this task, students complete the copy of the worksheet given to them by
the teacher.
This activity aims to gauge the predominant feelings among the students
while they study the unit.

5ƫ//!//)!*0
In this task, students complete the copy of the worksheet given to them by
the teachers, which is in itself, the actual task.
This task is simply a collection of the comments and marks related to the
unit that were given by others (such as teachers, classmates,
and families).
It is important to consider the date that students receive this external
assessment, so that it does not occur when the unit is being studied.
Because of this, the activity should be carried out after the date the
students receive the assessment.

+.'%*#ƫ%*ƫ#.+1,/
In this task students should answer a series of questions that are asked.
They should complete the copy of the worksheet given to them by the
teachers.
The completion of this task aims to take into consideration the group work
carried out, based on what the group contributes to students and what
each student contributes to the group. A series of questions and answers
will demonstrate the group work that has been carried out and what has
been learnt, from the point of view of individual students, as well as the
areas for improvement, commitments and expectations.

,,(5%*#ƫ3$0ƫ ƫ$2!ƫ(!.*0ƫ0+ƫ)5ƫ %(5ƫ(%"!
To finish the portfolio, students should complete the copy of the worksheet
given to them by the teacher.
The task consists of writing down the potential uses of what they have
learnt and worked on, which is supported by real examples in students’
immediate and family environment.
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Project proposal for each unit

0!č

)!ƫ* ƫ/1.*)!/č

1

01 5%*#ƫ0$!ƫ1*%0

Complete the following table when starting the unit (first column) and finishing it
(second column).
 ƫā
!ƫ.!ƫ#+%*#ƫ0+ƫ/01 5

% ƫ ƫ(!.*ƫ%0ĕƫ!/ƫ+.ƫ*+ĕ

Write the sections of the unit here

Complete tables 2 and 3 when you have completed the unit, and keep the worksheet
in your portfolio.
 ƫĂ
*ƫ0$!ƫ!* Čƫ ƫ(!.*0ƫċċċ

 ƫă
+.ƫ0$!ƫü./0ƫ0%)!Čƫ ƫ3/ƫ(!ƫ0+ƫċċċ
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ƫ$2!ƫ3+.'! ƫ+*ƫď

Project proposal for each unit

0!č

)!ƫ* ƫ/1.*)!/č

2

$+3%*#ƫ3$0ƫ ƫ$2!ƫ3+.'! ƫ+*ƫ* ƫ3$0ƫ ƫ$2!ƫ(!.*0

Review your classwork, choose examples that show what
you have worked on and what you have learnt from the
unit, and group them as you wish. Keep them in folders, tack
them on a cork board, or organise them however you like.

Examples can differ greatly:
records of activities, rubrics,
notebook pages, worksheets,
drawings, diagrams, assessment
tests, summaries, or photographs.

Worked on

Learnt

MS
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Look at the examples that you had previously chosen and answer the
following questions; afterwards, keep your answers in your portfolio.
Why did you choose these examples? Explain your answer with at
least one reason for each category (worked on and learnt).
.................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................
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Could you have done a better job on any of the activities
that you chose? Choose an example and explain what
you would have done to improve that activity.
.................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................
What have you shown with your choice? Write down
two examples that support your answer.
.................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................
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Project proposal for each unit

0!č

)!ƫ* ƫ/1.*)!/č

3

Ě)ƫ#.!0
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In your binder, include some examples of your classwork that show what you
are most proud of. The examples can vary greatly: photographs, drawings,
assessment tests, notebook pages, or worksheets. You can include some
of them on this worksheet by gluing or stapling them to the page.
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Project proposal for each unit

0!č

)!ƫ* ƫ/1.*)!/č

4

%*%/$%*#ƫ0$!ƫ1*%0

Think about the content that you have studied in this unit and its
difficulty. Complete the table with the information asked for.

1&!0

% ƫ ƫ(!.*ƫ%0ĕƫ
!/ƫ+.ƫ*+ĕ

0!

Write down the content of
the unit that you found to be
the most difficult. After some
time has passed, say whether
you learnt it or not, and the
date you reviewed this.

% ƫ ƫ$%!2!ƫ
%0ĕƫ!/ƫ+.ƫƫ
*+ĕ

5ƫ+))%0)!*0/
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*ƫ)5ƫ%* %2% 1(ƫ3+.'

List the aspects (attitude,
activity completion, tasks,
group work,) that you want to
improve upon, and afterwards
check to see whether you
have achieved them.

*ƫ)5ƫ#.+1,ƫ3+.'

Keep the worksheet in your portfolio and at the end of the school year, complete
the remaining columns.
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Project proposal for each unit

0!č

)!ƫ* ƫ/1.*)!/č

5

5ƫ$((!*#!

Review the previous section and choose the topic that was
the most difficult for you. Afterwards, look for the most
representative example of it from your classwork and include it
here, glued or stapled to this worksheet. Keep it in your binder
and check it later to see whether you have learnt it.

I learnt it!
Date: ........................................
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The most difficult thing about the unit

Project proposal for each unit

0!č

)!ƫ* ƫ/1.*)!/č

6

+3ƫ ƫ"!!(

Explain how you feel. You can use words, drawings, and emoticons in your answer.
.................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................

7

5ƫ//!//)!*0

Review the comments and marks given by the people in your educational
environment and family. Make a list of the most important ones.

1

Comments

Marks

2
3
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4
5

The overall mark was

When you have completed this worksheet, keep it in your portfolio.
21

Project proposal for each unit

0!č

)!ƫ* ƫ/1.*)!/č

8

+.'%*#ƫ%*ƫ#.+1,/

Think about what you have learnt from your classmates and what
they have learnt from you. Summarise it in the following table.
$0ƫ ƫ$2!ƫ(!.*0ƫ".+)ƫ)5ƫ(//)0!/ƫċċċ

$0ƫ)5ƫ(//)0!/ƫ$2!ƫ(!.*0ƫ".+)ƫ)!ƫċċċ

Answer the questions in one sentence.
How have you worked in a group?
.................................................................................................................................................................
What have you learnt?

What do you have to improve for your next group assignment?
.................................................................................................................................................................
How did you commit to the group assignment?
.................................................................................................................................................................
What would you like to contribute to the next group that you work with?
.................................................................................................................................................................
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.................................................................................................................................................................

Project proposal for each unit

0!č

)!ƫ* ƫ/1.*)!/č

9

,,(5%*#ƫ3$0ƫ ƫ$2!ƫ(!.*0ƫ0+ƫ)5ƫ %(5ƫ(%"!

Make a list of the most important uses of the content that you have studied
this term.
What we have worked on and learnt in this unit will help me to ...

1 ................................................................................................................................................................................................
2...............................................................................................................................................................................................
3 ..............................................................................................................................................................................................
4..............................................................................................................................................................................................
5 ..............................................................................................................................................................................................
Someone in my family does something we have worked on and learnt in this unit when ...
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1 ................................................................................................................................................................................................
2...............................................................................................................................................................................................
3 ..............................................................................................................................................................................................
4..............................................................................................................................................................................................
5 ..............................................................................................................................................................................................
After writing down your answer, keep this worksheet in your portfolio.
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Appendix:
Assessment
Tools

Name and surnames:
Year:

Date:

Rubric for writing and presenting written work

Spelling

Length

Content

Development
of ideas

Appearance
and
aesthetics

Deadlines

3

2

1

Excellent

Satisfactory

Basic

Poor

The assignment
is well structured
and has an
introduction,
main body and
conclusion.

The assignment
has a certain
structure but is
incomplete and has
an introduction,
main body and
conclusion.

The assignment
has a certain
structure, although
it lacks some
of the sections
(introduction,
main body and
conclusion).

Work is not well
structured and
lacks a clear
introduction,
main body and
conclusion.

The text does
not contain any
spelling mistakes
(including
punctuation and
grammar-related
errors).

The text contains
certain spelling
mistakes (including
punctuation and
grammar-related
errors).

The text contains
many spelling
mistakes (including
punctuation and
grammar-related
errors).

The text contains
numerous spelling
mistakes.

The written
exercise complies
with the length set.

The written
exercise almost
complies with the
length set.

The written
exercise is longer
or shorter than
required.

The written
exercise does not
comply at all with
the length set.

Some paragraphs
fail to address the
content required.

Some paragraphs
mention the topic
required.

The required topic
is mentioned but is
not addressed.

The content
required has been
addressed.

Weight

Mark

%

%

%

%

Well-explained
ideas are
presented without
errors.

Well-explained
ideas are
presented but
there are a few
errors.

Ideas are
presented but are
not explained.

The work is
presented in a neat
and tidy manner.

The work is
presented neatly
although two or
three items have
been crossed out.

The work is
somewhat creased.

Handed in one day
late.

Handed in three
days late.

Handed in on the
date set.

No ideas are
presented or those
that are presented
are not explained.

%

The work is
presented with
creases and
crossings-out.

%

Handed in more
than three days
after the date set.

%

100 %

OVERALL PERFORMANCE ( sum of the weighted marks )
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Writing style

4

Year:

Date:

Rubric for assessing oral presentation work

Introduction

Oral
expression

Speaking
volume

Expression

Incorporation
of relevant
aspects

Explanation
of the
work plan
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Teaching
resources

Time

4

3

2

1

Excellent

Satisfactory

Basic

Poor

The student
introduces him/
herself formally
and states the
topic and aim of
the presentation.

The student
introduces him/
herself quickly and
states the topic but
not the aim of the
presentation.

The student
introduces him/
herself without
saying their name
and mentions the
topic very briefly.

The student starts
their presentation
without an initial
introduction.

Uses appropriate
vocabulary and
the presentation is
coherent.

Uses appropriate
vocabulary and
experiences some
difficulty expressing
ideas correctly.

Uses very basic
vocabulary and
experiences difficulty
expressing ideas
clearly.

Uses very basic
vocabulary and
does not express
ideas clearly.

Speaking volume
is appropriate and
it can be heard
throughout the
classroom.

Speaking volume
is appropriate and
high, it can be heard
properly although
it is not always
uniform.

Speaking volume
is average and
can be heard in
the classroom with
difficulty.

Speaking volume
is always low and
cannot be heard
throughout the
classroom.

Their facial
expressions and
body language
spark a keen interest
and enthusiasm in
others about the
topic.

Their facial
expressions and
body language
spark, in many cases,
a keen interest and
enthusiasm.

Their facial
expressions and
body language
show a passive
attitude and do
not generate much
interest.

Very little use of
facial expressions
or body language,
therefore their
expression does not
generate interest.

Presents work
clearly and refers
to what they have
learnt.

Presents work clearly
but does not link the
entire presentation
to what they have
learnt.

Finds it difficult to
present the work
due to a lack of
understanding of
the topic.

Does not present
the work required,
since they have
not acquired the
concepts necessary
to do so.

Gives a detailed,
logical and
chronological
explanation of
each step.

Explains all the
steps clearly, but
gets a bit confused
with the order.

Explains the
steps, but gets
confused with the
order and requires
reorganisation
through questioning.

Does not identify
the steps taken
and is not able
to refocus the
presentation with
help.

Uses a wide variety
of high quality
and attractive
audiovisual aids.

Uses appropriate
and interesting
visual aids.

Uses appropriate
visual aids.

Does not use
visual aids or uses
inappropriate ones.

Uses the
appropriate time
frame and ends
the presentation
correctly.

Uses the time
available but the
end is rushed or too
long due to poor
time organisation.

Weight

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

Uses the appropriate
time frame but
does not end the
presentation; or
does not use the
appropriate time
frame but includes
all the points of the
presentation.

The exposition
is too long or
insufficient to
develop the topic
correctly or the
student completely
forgot to organise
their time.

%

100 %

OVERALL PERFORMANCE ( sum of the weighted marks )
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Appendix: Assessment
Tools

Name and surnames:

Name and surnames:
Year:

Date:

Rubric for solving exercises individually

Number of
problems
solved
Method
followed
and results
obtained in
the problems
solved

Spelling

Length

Ideas

Grammar
and spelling

4

3

2

1

Excellent

Satisfactory

Basic

Poor

Solves all of the
problems given.

Solves more
than half of the
problems given.

Solves half of the
problems given.

Solves less
than half of the
problems given.

Follows the
method, explains
it, presents it in an
organised manner
and obtains the
correct result.

Follows the
method, explains
it, does not
organise it but
obtains the correct
result.

Follows the
method and
obtains the correct
result.

The text does
not contain any
spelling mistakes
(including
punctuation and
grammar-related
errors).

The text contains
certain spelling
mistakes (including
punctuation and
grammar-related
errors).

The text contains
many spelling
mistakes (including
punctuation and
grammar-related
errors).

The text contains
numerous spelling
mistakes.

The written
exercise complies
with the length set.

The written
exercise almost
complies with the
length set.

The written
exercise is much
longer or shorter
than required.

The written
exercise does not
comply at all with
the length set.

Well-explained
ideas are
presented without
errors.

Ideas are not
explained very
well.

Ideas are
presented but are
not explained.

Does not present
ideas.

There are no
grammatical or
punctuationrelated mistakes
and the text reads
fluently.

There are few
grammatical or
punctuationrelated mistakes
and the text is
sometimes difficult
to understand.

Weight

Mark

%

Does not follow
the method and
does not obtain
the correct result.
%

%

%

%

There are quite a
few grammatical
or punctuationrelated mistakes
and the text
is difficult to
understand.

There are
numerous
grammatical or
punctuationrelated mistakes
and the text is
incomprehensible.

%

OVERALL PERFORMANCE ( sum of the weighted marks )
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100 %

Appendix: Assessment
Tools

Name and surnames:
Year:

Date:

Rubric for assessing an exam

Accuracy of
answers

Presentation

Number of
questions
answered

Grammar and
spelling

Response time

4

3

2

1

Excellent

Satisfactory

Basic

Poor

All answers given
explain the topic
clearly, accurately
and concisely.

The majority of
the answers given
explain the topic
clearly, accurately
and concisely.

Only a few of the
answers given
explain the topic
clearly, accurately
and concisely.

Most of the
answers given
do not explain
the topic clearly,
accurately and
concisely.

All answers given
are presented in
a neat and tidy
manner.

The majority of the
answers given are
presented in a neat
and tidy manner.

Only a few of the
answers given are
presented in a neat
and tidy manner.

Most of the
answers given are
not presented in
a neat and tidy
manner.

All questions have
been answered.

The majority of
the questions have
been answered.

Half of the
questions have
been answered.

Less than half of
the questions have
been answered.

There are no
grammatical,
punctuationrelated or spelling
mistakes and the
text reads fluently.

There are almost
no grammatical,
punctuationrelated or spelling
mistakes and the
text reads fluently.

There are quite a
few grammatical,
punctuationrelated or spelling
mistakes and the
text is difficult to
understand.

There are
numerous
grammatical,
punctuationrelated or
spelling mistakes
and the text is
incomprehensible.

Response time fits
the time frame.

There is a slight
delay in the
response time with
respect to the time
frame.

Does not respond
to all the answers
due to lack of time.

Responds to few
answers due to
lack of time.

Weight

%

%

%

%

%
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100 %

OVERALL PERFORMANCE ( sum of the weighted marks )
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Mark

Name and surnames:
Year:

Date:

Record of students’ participation and involvement
in the course
4

3

2

1

Always

Usually

Sometimes

Rarely

Likes to listen to
information about the
course

Weight

Mark

%

Presents ideas on what
they have learnt

%

Synthesises the
information studied and
worked on

%

Links the information
dealt with in this
subject to own
experiences

%

Applies what they have
learnt during the course
to everyday life

%

Shows concern and
curiosity about the
course content

%

Asks questions about
the content addressed
in this subject

%

Shows initiative in
solving problems
that arise within the
framework of the
course

OVERALL PERFORMANCE ( sum of the weighted marks )
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%

Appendix: Assessment
Tools

Name and surnames:
Year:

Date:

Record for the self-assessment of attitudes
Assess your attitude and complete the table with the mark you consider
correct; then analyse your results.
3

2

1

Always

Most of the time

Seldom

I have organised my work and my time

I have been responsible and have carried out my tasks

I have learnt the contents and techniques of the unit

I have shown interest and have done my best to accept
my mistakes

I have cooperated and have been respectful in the
tasks carried out as a team

I have taken steps to improve my learning

If your score is less than 2, you must improve your attitude.
If your score is 2, your attitude could be improved.
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If your score is greater than 2, your attitude should continue to remain the same.

OVERALL PERFORMANCE ( sum of the marks ÷ 6 )
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Name and surnames:
Year:

Date:

Peer assessment target: teamwork
Assess your classmates on the work you have carried out together.
Look at the legend and give your team a mark; then colour the area of the
target appropriately and you will be able to check your assessment at a
glance.
Your classmates will do the same and the result will become your peer
assessment.

Legend
4: Always
3: Almost always
2: Sometimes
1: Almost never

Team members
Name: .......................................................................
Name: .......................................................................
Name: .......................................................................
Name: .......................................................................

4

Team members
have cooperated
in carrying out the
tasks

3
2

Team members
have contributed
ideas in order to
carry out the work

It was nice to work
with the team

Team members got
involved in the work

32
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1

Appendix: Assessment
Tools

Name and surnames:
Year:

Date:

Self-assessment scale for
problem solving
Recognise where you are when solving the suggested problems and
activities in class.
Answer the following questions; if you answer ‘yes’, you can go up a level
and continue. When you finish, mark the level you have successfully
completed.

I have carefully read the statement and
know the content the activity refers to.

Yes
No

2

Comprehension

I understand what the activity is asking for
and have the necessary knowledge to solve
it.

Yes
No

3

Selection

I have chosen the reasonable way of solving
the activity.

Yes
No

4

Planning

I have planned the steps and obtained
the necessary resources (materials, tools,
information) to solve the activity.

Yes
No

5

Application and answer

I think I have answered the activity correctly,
following the planning and using the
resources I have previously established.

Yes
No

6

Analysis

I have checked my answer to see if it is
correct.

Yes
No

I have reflected on my way of responding
to the activity, identifying different aspects:
the difficulties I have encountered, possible
improvements, and what I have learnt.

Yes
No

1

Presentation and knowledge

Learning assessment
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